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Why is chartering private aircraft so important?

There are many reasons why chartering private aircraft is essential tool for many individuals and
private companies. Using scheduled planes and helicopters is obviously very important too, but it
can prove very inflexible at times and is not always the best way to travel. There are lots of
occasions where you need a bespoke service whether there are just a couple of you travelling or a
hundred people travelling. Private aircraft come in all shapes and sizes so you can have bespoke
travel services to suit your own individual needs.

What sorts of private aircraft can you charter?

There are all sorts of private aircraft that you can use ranging from small propeller aeroplanes and
helicopters for short range journeys to jet planes that can travel internationally. You can even
charter large passenger jets if you have a large number of people. When it comes to destinations
the world really is your oyster, whether you want to be taken to the middle of nowhere in the bush or
to the other side of the world. The levels of service involved in private aircraft are absolutely
incredible and there are a wide variety of options available to you.

Where can you find a good company to charter private aircraft from?

There are a few good options when it comes to chartering private aircraft but it does usually pay to
go with a well established company with a proven track record. Obviously with any form of flight
safety is of paramount importance so a company that has a good fleet of well maintained private
aircraft is essential. One such company is Owen Air. They have been in business since 1946 so
they obviously have an excellent proven track record with lots of very satisfied customers. Whether
you want a small helicopter such as the Bell 205 or a Boeing 747, they will be able to accommodate
you. They also provide cargo services so they really can accommodate any of your air travel needs.
When it comes to private aircraft, they should be the first company that you try.
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James Blee - About Author:
If you really want to travel in style and luxury then we have a lovely a private aircraft just waiting to
take off at owenair.co.za. All a air freight cargo is thoroughly checked and scrutinised before
delivery. Perfect!
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